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1. Introduction
The objective of this deliverable was to establish recommendations on learners' needs and
requirements, based on the collection of data through surveys sent to people of the first
group defined in D1.1.

It is important to note that, despite the title of this report focusing on needs and requirements,
the goal of the related tasks has changed from the initial definition in the project and is more
of “learners’ work and training experience” than “needs and requirements”, in the sense that
we need historical experience data to feed the Machine Learning algorithm that will power the
processing behind the SILKC application. Needs and requirements that would define our
software application’s purpose have been collected through informal, face-to-face interactions
with people around us.

It is also important to note that the collection process was not complete at the time of writing
this document, so this is a report on the state, in late 2020, of this objective. It also describes
why it couldn’t be completed in the planned time frame.

Even though only 2 groups were defined in the first part of this work package (see D1.1), 3
surveys were defined, as they were necessary for the project:

1. one survey to individuals (of group 1, as defined in D1.1) to ask about their work and
training experience. The present document describes this survey in the Individual
Survey section.

2. one survey to training institutions, to help us obtain the basic data necessary to link
jobs with skills with training offers found in the analysed countries. The present
document describes this survey in the Institutional survey section.

3. one survey to individuals (of any group) to ask about their experience with similar
platforms, to extract recommendations about the new platform. This is described in
D1.3.

For practical purposes, survey 3 (above) was added/included at the end of survey 1, but was
also (additionally) built as a standalone survey that can be sent directly and freely to any
person we suspect might have previous experience in using similar platforms. Although the
survey questions have been bundled for easier fulfilment by users, we treat these as different
surveys for the purpose of this report.

For practical purposes, it was decided that survey 2 could be filled mostly by scanning
through training institutions websites and calling them to complete missing data.
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2. Individual Survey
Given the importance of input from our first group of users (as defined in D1.1), building the
right questionnaire was essential.

2.1 Building Questionnaire v1
Haikara started to work early, soon joined by BeezNest (November 2019), on the type of data
that was to be collected from Group 1, even though, at this point, Group 1 had not been
strictly defined.

A first questionnaire was established in December 2019 based on the draft document and
was then translated by the rest of the partners, together with an invitation email that would be
sent to participants.

The survey was sent to around 3000 people from the Chamilo community at the end of1

January, of which only 9 people answered (less than 0.3%). OIC (Poland) printed the survey
and had them handed out to in-person students at some of their training, and got a much
better answer rate (above 100 answers).

BeezNest made a mistake in this first survey (that went undetected by the other partners),
which later invalidated the survey results: the “previous job” was not asked for, which in
practice prevented us from ever shaping a “path” between two jobs.

These results were nevertheless analysed, reformatted and sent to a Machine Learning
algorithm by UNIVPM. The operation evidenced we had too little data for too many “features”
(variables), and that data had required some reduction of scope by UNIVPM (categorization
of training titles mentioned by the surveyed people, mainly) to generate useful results. This
allowed us to come to 2 conclusions:

- more results were needed
- we had to reduce the scope of the survey to more specific jobs/careers to ensure the

algorithm would be able to generate more generic deductions from the data (by focusing
on only 3 careers, the algorithm’s results would make more sense for these specific
careers)

As work on Work Package 2 was starting at OIC, we decided to wait for the results from the
report of that package in order to decide which jobs/careers to focus on.

Several communication issues followed (involving BeezNest, Haikara and OIC), regarding the
results to be expected from that report (see D2.1). It was not until the beginning of August
2020 that we could start shaping up the jobs/careers that would need to be analysed. It took
us several additional meetings to come to a final agreement, in September 2020, about the 3

1 users of the Chamilo Learning Management System software, which BeezNest has access to in its capacity of editor of Chamilo



jobs to focus on and the data *not* to ask to alleviate the survey and reduce the number of
features to be analysed. This backtracked the survey part of the project considerably.

2.2 Building Questionnaire v2
With the correction regarding the “previous job” and the focus being set on 3 jobs, the new
survey could be designed in October 2020 and work began to send the survey out.

This second version had been initially planned to be sent in May of 2020 through external
contributors (customers of BeezNest, among others) to avoid the low answer rate issue.
However, the OIC experts’ report took more time to produce than expected, and did not
immediately answer the question we were hoping to answer about the 3 jobs to focus on.
This extra delay, combined with the COVID-19 crisis, created repeated delays which made
engaging the institutional partners particularly difficult:

● in late July, a new version of the survey was sent by the team of experts involved by
OIC, which did not get common approval from the partners (too long, questions without
value for the project, etc), which delayed the second survey further

● external contributors (institutions that would contribute users) were mostly closed or
inactive during the month of August, generating extra delay

● at the beginning of September, external contributors were focused on re-opening with
extra COVID-19 measures and were left without time to take this survey in charge

● at the end of September, we had several meeting to finetune the survey, which required
additional review by the external contributors

● by the end of October, the survey was ready but several external contributors had
moved on to other important projects, some of BeezNest’s contacts even had changed
companies, creating additional requirements for meetings, explanations, compromises
which could not all be arranged in time

All external contributors had not approved the survey procedure at the time of writing this
report, and as such did not obtain significant amounts of data points yet. In the case of the
450 accounting contacts, only about 1% of all users invited to the survey (by email) actually
answered, suggesting that even pre-selected real contacts from institutions we know are very
hard to involve in our survey.

This was a blocking step in our project as we needed the results to be able to generate the
basis of the machine learning algorithm required to progress further. As such, we gave it an
increased priority and considered alternate solutions, like involving the help of a market study
company to provide us with the necessary results. This involved very high additional costs
(around 20.000€ for only reaching part of the target) and had to be abandoned, relying
instead more heavily on data from OIC (Poland).

The final individual survey was composed of 59 questions (plus some optional questions),
which were split between 27 fixed-list answers and 32 open answers.



One of the market study companies in Belgium, queried about the survey, suggested this was
too long to ensure good quality answers by qualified people. The recommended number of
questions was around 20 for about 9 minutes of full attention.

The survey was split in several sections:

1. Demographics (age, country, city, language, level of study)
2. Professional experience *before* the last professional training
3. Professional experience *after* the last professional training
4. Training (topic, duration, language, institution, etc) (with the possibility to answer for as

much as 3 different training)
5. Personal contact information (optional)

Additional questions related to the user experience with other tools. See D1.3.

2.3 COVID-19 impact

Although we assumed COVID-19 would have a minor impact on our project, it had a
considerable impact specifically on this first work package (collecting data through surveys)
as:

● people involved in the field work had challenging schedules
● organisations (mostly training institutions) willing to help were struck between changing

procedures to attend their learners (which required considerable extra work) and our
request for assistance, postponing their contribution to our non-essential request to “less
stressful” times, which came too late in the time frame of the project

● physical events (a notable part of OIC’s source of survey participants and a minor part of
BeezNest’s source of survey participants) could not be held

● transnational meetings could not be held face to face due to travel restrictions, making
(multilingual) communications more complex

3. Institutional survey
The institutional survey served a secondary objective at this stage, as it was meant to collect
information linking jobs with skills with available training offers, which would only be
necessary once other elements of the application were ready.

However, it is worth mentioning results were collected by OIC (110 training offers) and
BeezNest (9 training offers), which had not been analysed yet at the time of writing, but which
essentially would only serve once the application structure has been set up. Results provided
by OIC were much more relevant though, given the fact OIC would be the only partner
conducting tests on the final application.

This collection of data can thus be considered complete, although more data will be collected
over time.



The data collected is essentially composed of the following questions:

1. Name of the institution
2. Location
3. Which profession they prepare to
4. Which skills are required for those professions
5. List of courses given inside the training, and which skills they allow learners to acquire
6. Reference to the programme
7. Costs
8. Duration
9. Prerequisites
10. Time indication (to know when the survey was filled)

4. User experience survey
The user experience survey is not directly linked to D1.2 but rather to D1.3, where it is
discussed.

5. Following steps
The surveys were ready to be spread more massively at the end of 2021. Efforts were
ongoing to secure a few additional external contributors (institutions) to spread the survey
further, and extra data was sought from expert service providers in the following weeks to
ensure a satisfying minimum number of answers. This resulted in 26 institutions and 29
training offers from Belgium, and 91 institutions and 143 training offers from Poland.

6. Updates
Institutional survey results were reviewed in May 2022 to make sure the institutions and the
training offers they presented were up to date.

7. Conclusion
Recommendations on learners’ needs and requirements based on their experience could not
be established at the end of 2020, although all the pieces were in place to collect the
corresponding information. Testing was managed by OIC at different points of the project, to
collect expectations of users needs and requirements.



Appendix
Face-to-face feedback
Feedback on needs & requirements was collected through interactions with HR or training

professionals at the following companies:
● FOREM (unemployment training office, Belgium)
● CBlue (IT, Belgium)
● STIB/MIVB (Public transport of Brussels, Belgium)
● Police fédérale belge (Federal Police, Belgium)
● Bandwidth (IT, Belgium)
● Technofutur TIC (training institution, Belgium)
● AFPA
● Bärchen
● Training You
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